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RALLY AUSTRALIA 

435. Mr M.P. WHITELY to the Minister for Tourism:   
I refer to the recent media stories about Rally Australia.   

(1) Does the State Government want to keep the rally?   

(2) If it does, why will it not force the Western Australian Tourism Commission to sign a new agreement 
with the Confederation of Australian Motor Sport?   

(3) What is the WA Tourism Commission doing to ensure the event stays in Western Australia?  

Mr C.M. BROWN replied: 
(1)-(3) I thank the member for Roleystone for the question.  We are seeking to keep the rally in Western 

Australia.  The rally has been a very successful event in Western Australia for the past 15 years and has 
the strong support of the people who are involved in running the event, the volunteers and the sponsors.  
Our role is to keep the rally in Western Australia and to ensure that we run a very successful event 
again this year.  It is important to understand the nature of the relationship that exists between the 
bodies that are involved in the world rally championship round in Western Australia, and I will take a 
moment to explain that.   

The international automobile federation - the Federation Internationale de L’Automobile - is 
responsible for determining the countries that will host a round of the world rally championship.  That 
group has never had a relationship with the Western Australia Tourism Commission.  The world body 
delegates to country bodies the authority to run the world championship rally rounds in the host 
countries.  The body that is responsible for running the world championship rally round in Australia is 
the Confederation of Australian Motor Sport.  The Western Australian Tourism Commission has an 
agreement with CAMS to run the world championship rally round in Western Australia; that is, if there 
is a world championship rally round in Australia, under that agreement it has to be run in Western 
Australia and cannot be taken to any other State.   

It is true that last year some issues were published about the relationship between officers from CAMS 
and the Western Australian Tourism Commission.  It is equally true that 99 per cent, if not 100 per cent, 
of all those sporting issues that were of concern have now been resolved.  There is only one issue that 
prevents an agreement being reached between the Western Australian Tourism Commission and the 
Confederation of Australian Motor Sport.  That one issue goes to the sanctity of the current agreement, 
which was outlined in The West Australian this morning by the Chairman of the Western Australian 
Tourism Commission.  The disagreement is over Western Australia’s absolute right under the 
agreement to hold an Australian round of the world rally championship in Western Australia.  Western 
Australia is being asked to amend the agreement so that if in any year the world body decides not to 
hold a round of the championship in Australia, that championship round can be moved to another State.  
That is the amendment to the agreement that the Tourism Commission is being asked to sign.  Members 
should think about what we are being asked to agree to.  If the event is not held this year in Western 
Australia, it would allow the event to go to any other State in Australia; that is, we would give up that 
right. 

Can members imagine the questions that would be asked if we agreed to that change and signed the 
agreement?  If we lost the round this year and it came back to us next year, people would ask, “Mr 
Minister, why did you sign this agreement?  Didn’t you sign this agreement that weakened the hold that 
Western Australia has on this event?  What motivated you to sign this agreement?  What agreement did 
you have that the world round would actually return to Western Australia?”  If we sign this agreement, 
the answer to those questions will be, “We hoped it would come back one day but we had no 
agreement.” 

I make it clear that we want to continue to hold the Australian round of the world rally championship in 
Western Australia.  We have an agreement that gives us the right to hold that championship and we will 
not agree to forfeit that right.  If we agree to change that agreement under pressure that has been 
brought to bear, we will lose the event to another State.  Members should bear in mind that other States 
want to prise this event away from Western Australia, and have attempted to do so, but are prevented 
from doing so currently because we have this agreement.  Any decision to change the agreement in the 
way that has been proposed will weaken the State’s rights.  I do not know of any member who supports 
that proposal. 

 


